We're bearing witness to global genocide
The tyrants are deliberately creating chaos because they're trying to bring down the USA (the
sacrificial cow). They're now twisting arms up backs – you take our jabs or you lose your job!
Don't give up on this one – watch it all the way through:
https://www.trunews.com/stream/needle-nazis-threaten-to-terminate-nyc-firemen-emts-and-policeofficers-on-friday
What about my body my choice? Vaccine mandates are tyranny!
Standing up for your truth is more important than your job. You Soul is more important than the
needs of your Body.
Thanks God for the push back coming from the Christians who have got a conscience. Christian or
not, all people need to wake up to this global fascism!
It's a big jump in most people's minds, but we have to try and get them there. There's a global
agenda coming from the very top and they have their minions in critical places of power. Our
brothers and sisters in America are waking up in the droves; but this is also happening in Australia,
New Zealand, Austria, Germany, France, indeed, everywhere!
We cannot really help other people because everyone has got their own mind. So we must let go.
However, we can counter all the propaganda coming from the tyrants (now really heavy) and offer
people an alternative view (that which we know to be the truth).
To the Christians: Jesus aint coming back! The second-coming is the mass waking up (in the heart)
to Christ consciousness. The 'waking up' is the second-coming...
Follow me (don't worship me but be like me). I am your teacher not your saviour. Take my side, the
side of love. The tyrants are anti-Christ; anti-love.
I write because I want to do my small bit to help this planet and the common people. I have no
interest in the elite because they are all tarred with the same brush – evil tyrants who are hell bent
on their idealism of NWO, which means them in total control and those of us who survive what's
coming, will be their servants (servile slaves).
The writing is on the wall people – please lift your heads and pay close attention! History keeps
repeating itself. What's coming is worse the Nazi Germany...
There's a couple of great testimonials on this one:
https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=617bc4e236660222251f0593
If you've already had one or two shots, please make sure you don't have any more, for the sake of
your health. Please make sure you know exactly what you're putting into your body from now on...
It's time to decide which side you are on. Are you with the fascists or are you with those of us who
believe in Christ consciousness (love)? Your continued compliance (or non-compliance) with this
well planned global operation, will be your voice (or lack of it) and your decision ~ Gary Bate of
whatstress.com.

